Log into SOLUS May

Step 1: Pick a Program (e.g. BAH) and Plan (e.g. POLS-M)

Pass Automatic Acceptance Threshold

Don’t pass Pending Threshold

Pick Again

Not finished! You are on a Pending list for the program/plan you selected

Pass Pending Threshold but not Automatic Acceptance Threshold

Finished! You’re in the program/plan you selected; next step is course enrolment in summer

Step 2: Pick an Alternate Program/Plan

Don’t pass Automatic Acceptance Threshold

Question: Do you want to be on the pending list for this plan instead of being on the pending list of the plan you selected in Step 1?

Yes

Pick an alternate plan

No

Pick a different alternate

Pass Automatic Acceptance Threshold

Finished! You’re on the pending list for the Plan from Step 1. If you don’t get into that Plan, you will remain in your alternate plan

Wait...

View your approved plan on SOLUS beginning after the plan selection period is over

Don’t pass Automatic Acceptance Threshold